MINT NOTES	xlvii
Indian Museum Collection. Th& last Agra couplet of Jahangir is that on No. 974, with the exception of ite couplet containing the name of Nur Jahan, found on rupees of the twentieth to the twenty-second years-—No. 1178. No Agra/ goJ-d coins of Nur Jahan are known. A nisar and a wwr a/sham, of Agra ace contained in this Collection.
In the year 1028 the well-known series of zodiacal mohars appeared from the Agra mint, each bearing He sign of the zodiac corresponding to the month in which it was mmtefl, These are poorly represented in the Museum. Alinaadabad was the principal mint for zodiacal rapees3 but one or two genuine specimens of Agra are known. Forgeries abound.
Jahanglr's copper coins from ike Agra mint are not uncommon, and are well represented in this Collection.
In a.h. 1038, during the second year of Shah Jahan's reign, the name of Agra was altered to Afcbaiubad, and so remained till the end of the dynasty. Coins of Sliiik Jahan in gold arid silver only, struck at Agra with an honorific epithet of Ddrf'S-l-l:/i./.lt7fffL are known. When the name was clanged to Akbarabad, the epithet was retained at first, but was soon dropped. Between 1089 and 1043, the silver type changes frequently^ as is well shown in this Collection, but in 1048 it settles down into ilie (square areas' type. It is the same with the mohars, except ihat the ' squares * are (diamonds'. Coin No. 1249 is a striking sjescioien of the 6 square areas' type, A inohar and one or two rare rupees of year 1068 are known, which are not of the (square areas' type,, and on which the epithet of Daru-l-kkilafat was revived—N. S, XIII, § 77.
Shah Jahan's copper coins «/te asre, and only the small size is represented here, N'i^ars are known both in gold and silver.
There can be no doubt that the reading of Akbarabad as the mint of a rupee of Shah Shuja' in th<3 5. if. Cat., is ineorreet. Coin No. 1571 is a beautiful specimen of Aurangzeb's first issue in silver. It bears the c Muhiu-d-dln * legend, which is repeated on rupees of the third year, but on these the legends are arranged in and about square areas. The latter issue rans && to the twenty-ninth year, when it changes to the couplet issue usually associated with this monarch. From this time also Akbarabad went by the name of d^iHil yb*-wo e the resting-place of the !j[faalifate'.
The mohars from the first y$ar bear Anrangxieb's ordinary gold couplet^ and the only important change is when Akbarabad becomes associated with its new epithet, as on the silver coins. Copper coins are fairly rare. Silver nisar® are known.
The issues of Shah sAlain Bakgdir I commence both in gold and silver with a recently discovered eouplet variety, on which the

